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Abstract: The mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) model emerged from the advances
proposed by Shulman in 1986 and 1987 as part of the teacher’s professional knowledge model,
and refers to the mathematical knowledge that the teacher employs to carry out the instruction
process in the classroom. MKT has become an international benchmark for research into mathematics
education and boasts a great scope and impact to date. The objective of this study is to conduct a
systematic review of the way in which the MKT of early algebra teachers has been conceptualized
and empirically studied in the scientific literature from 2010 to 2021. A systematic search in the Web
of Science and Scopus databases led to a review of 17 papers. The results show great advances in the
conceptualization of mathematical knowledge for teaching early algebra, focusing mainly on primary
education teachers and on specialized knowledge of the content. In turn, there is a predominance of
studies that address functional thinking as a content area. We conclude that more empirical studies
are needed that address the mathematical knowledge that childhood and primary education teachers
have of early algebra.

Keywords: mathematical knowledge; teachers; systematic review; early algebra; childhood and
primary education

1. Introduction

The professional knowledge of teachers has been a topic of interest in the field of
mathematics education in recent decades [1]. Llinares [2] notes that the research agenda
into mathematics education on the professional development of teachers is very prolific
(e.g., [3,4]), since it positively impacts the quality of teaching and the performance of
students [5,6]. According to Chapman [7], “it is not only important what mathematics
teachers know but also how they know it and what they are able to mobilize for teaching”
(p. 295). The latter has brought with it the development of research on the knowledge
of mathematics teachers [8], approached from different specific themes, such as problem-
solving (e.g., [9]), geometry (e.g., [10]), and others.

The review of a series of studies on the learning and knowledge of pre-service math-
ematics teachers carried out by Ponte and Chapman [11] highlights the Mathematical
Knowledge for Teaching (MKT) proposed by Ball, Thames and Phelps [12] defined as “the
mathematical knowledge that teachers uses in the classrooms to produce instruction and
student growth” [13] (p. 374). As a result, the theoretical tools provided by the model have
expanded in scope and created a large impact on the research community.

In this context, the need arises to understand the characteristics of the mathematical
knowledge required by teachers to meet the challenges and demands posed by today’s
childhood (three to six years old) and primary education (six to twelve years old) curricula
(e.g., [14,15]), as in the case of early algebra, by incorporating knowledge of an algebraic
nature from the first levels of schooling as an additional content standard [16].

Early algebra responds to a new proposal for curricular change [17] in order to
integrate modes of algebraic thinking from the initial stages of schooling [18,19], a process
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that Kaput [20] refers to as the algebrization of the curriculum, which implies it “would
empower students, particularly by fostering a greater degree of generality in their thinking
and an increased ability to communicate that generality” [21] (p. 58).

The development of early algebra has been reflected mainly in studies with childhood
and primary education students (e.g., [22–25]). However, it is essential to analyze experi-
ences that involve the teachers who educate these students [26], since they are essential to
implementing the change to early algebra teaching from the first years of schooling.

Consequently, considering the importance and role of teacher knowledge in student
learning [27] and the potential for the development of algebraic thinking in the first years
of schooling, it is necessary to pay attention to mathematical knowledge for teaching. This
requires knowing the contributions of the studies and literature that have supported the
development of this research agenda.

Strand and Mills [28] conducted a review of the literature from 1998 to 2012 on
the knowledge of mathematical content for teaching early algebra in primary education,
analyzing 21 research papers. The results show that primary education teachers exhibit
procedural skills for determining patterns. However, they have problems interpreting
algebraic symbols, graphical representations and solving algebraic problems. Our intention
is to continue investigating in this direction to provide updated data that can be used to
investigate the advances made in the conceptualization of MKT for early algebra, the goal
being to offer a general panorama that comprises a framework of empirical knowledge and
challenges to address in future research.

The objective of our study is to conduct a systematic review of the way in which
the MKT of Early Algebra teachers has been conceptualized and empirically studied in
scientific production from 2010 to 2021. To do so, we will analyze general aspects of each
scientific production, such as: author(s), year and country in which the research was carried
out, and objectives. We will then focus on more specific aspects, such as the domains and
subdomains of the MKT model that is addressed, specific areas of algebraic content, the
nature of the participants, research method and the main results that are presented.

2. Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching (MKT)

The contributions of Shulman [29] on teacher knowledge reveal the importance of
content knowledge for teaching, defined as “the amount and organization of knowledge
per se in the mind of the teacher” (p. 9), and pedagogical knowledge as “the particular form
of content knowledge that embodies the aspect of content most germane to its teachability”
(p. 9). This has given way to the study and development of other models derived from
Shulman’s [29,30] in this area specific for mathematics teachers [12,31–33], showing that
content knowledge is more effective in teaching when it is combined with pedagogical
knowledge [8,34].

Ball et al. [12], based on the knowledge framework proposed by Shulman [29,30],
identified the essential elements of knowledge to teach mathematics and developed the
mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) model, described as “the mathematical
knowledge needed to carry out the work of teaching mathematics” [12] (p. 395).

Based on an analysis of teacher practices, Ball et al. [12] determined the mathematical
demands of teaching that would later make up the model’s components, providing an
empirical basis for the positive relationship that constitutes the pedagogical knowledge of
teachers and the learning outcomes of students. Accordingly, the MKT model establishes a
domain map of mathematical knowledge for teaching that considers content knowledge
and pedagogical content knowledge.

Content knowledge is subdivided into three aspects: common content knowledge
(CCK), which refers to the “mathematical knowledge and skill used in settings other than
teaching” [12] (p. 399), meaning it corresponds to the knowledge that can be achieved
throughout the educational levels and that anyone who faces a mathematical task possesses;
specialized content knowledge (SCK), which refers to “mathematical knowledge and skill
unique to teaching” [12] (p. 400), meaning knowledge that is specific to the teacher and that
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is used to engage in teaching tasks related to “how to accurately represent mathematical
ideas, provide mathematical explanations for common rules and procedures, and examine
and understand unusual solution methods to problems” [13] (pp. 377–378); and knowledge
of the mathematical horizon, which is defined as “awareness of how mathematical topics
are related over the span of mathematics included in the curriculum” [12] (p. 403), meaning
the knowledge that allows the teacher to establish the way in which the mathematical
contents are related to other contents of the curriculum.

A pedagogical knowledge of the content considers: the knowledge of the content
and the students (KCS), which is defined as the “content knowledge intertwined with
knowledge of how students think about, know, or learn this particular content” [13] (p. 375),
i.e., it is the knowledge that the teacher has about the knowledge of the students, letting
the teacher predict situations and anticipate the concerns, attitudes or difficulties of the
students; knowledge of content and teaching (KCT), “combines knowledge about teaching
and knowing about mathematics” [12] (p. 401), meaning knowledge that integrates specific
mathematical knowledge and pedagogical and didactic aspects of the teaching processes
involved in student learning; and, finally, knowledge of the curriculum, “represented
by the full range of programs designed for the teaching of particular subjects and topics
at a given level, and the variety of instructional materials available in relation to those
programs” [12] (p. 391) meaning it refers to the orientations and approaches corresponding
to the study programs designed for each educational level in the area of mathematics,
together with the instructional materials.

The theoretical implications provided by the MKT model [13] allow us to categorize
the knowledge that a teacher must manifest during the exercise of their teaching practice
to teach mathematics.

Early Algebra

The teaching of early algebra in childhood and primary education has been consol-
idated in recent years, as there is a growing consensus of researchers to provide learn-
ing experiences that promote the development of algebraic thinking from the earliest
levels [35–38].

Early algebra seeks to promote thinking habits in classrooms that reflect the structure
that underlies mathematics [35]. That is, it concerns a way of thinking and acting with
mathematical objects, relationships, structures and situations to promote teaching that is
grounded in mathematics [39].

Incorporating algebra early in childhood and primary education requires accommo-
dating a broad conception of algebra in order to achieve the development of algebraic
thinking. According to the literature, the understanding of patterns, number relationships
and functions are some of the fundamental elements that contribute to this process [40,41].

Papic, Mulligan, and Mitchelmore [24] note that algebraic thinking starts to develop
in the childhood education stage through the process of generalization. Carraher, Martínes,
and Schliemann [42] state that to address mathematical generalization, it is necessary
to start by identifying mathematical patterns and relationships. In this way, patterns
contribute to the development of mathematical representation and abstraction and provide
an essential foundation for the development of early algebraic thinking [43].

Therefore, generalization and the search for regularities form a central aspect in the
development of algebraic thinking in the early years [44].

Along these same lines, Kaput [45] notes that algebraic thinking develops from an
awareness of the structural relationships of arithmetic patterns and structure, suggesting
three basic areas of algebraic content: generalized arithmetic, functional thinking, and the
application of generalizations as a modeling language.

Generalized arithmetic refers to the relationships between numbers, the properties of
operations, the equal sign, equivalence, and variables. By developing this line of content,
students can understand the properties of numbers and their operations, and thus perform
calculations and analyze how the operations are related to one another [46,47]. In turn,
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students are expected to use variable notation in a meaningful way to represent arithmetic
properties, expressions, and equations [48].

Functional thinking considers the generalization of the relationships between co-
variable quantities, numerical and figurative patterns, functions, and algebraic expressions.
On the one hand, students gradually learn to determine patterns, describe the change in
a sequence of values, and identify how two quantities co-vary [46]. On the other hand,
functional thinking promotes the algebraic activity linked to the process of generalization
and of representing relationships between quantities [49].

Generalization as a modeling language refers to the description of regularities that
occur implicitly during the development of mathematical situations or phenomena. This
area of content allows students to identify regularities and select appropriate models for
solving various mathematical situations.

Finally, another of the key elements to promote algebraic thinking that stands out in
the literature is relational thinking. This refers to the structural sense of the relationships
between the elements of an arithmetic expression and the properties of operations [23,50].

3. Methodology

In keeping with our study objective, we relied on a systematic review methodol-
ogy [51], which is an explicit and replicable search strategy with studies based on prede-
termined criteria [52]. In our case, the studies involved the mathematical knowledge of
childhood and primary education instructors for teaching early algebra.

When conducting the research, we considered the criteria and procedures of the
quality standards of the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and
Meta-Analyses) statement, proposed by Urrutia and Bonfill [53] for systematic reviews,
such as: eligibility criteria, sources of information, search and selection of studies, data
extraction process, listing of data, and summary of results.

The following phases were employed to carry out the systematic review:
Phase 1. Establish the search elements
The search elements were formulated from the key terms that guide our study. To

establish the concepts, three central ideas were considered: the knowledge of the teachers
as per the MKT model, the main content areas from early algebra taken from the literature,
and the teacher participants considered in the study. These concepts generated the search
elements, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Search elements.

Key Terms Concepts

Teacher knowledge Mathematical knowledge for teaching
Teacher knowledge

Content areas derived from early algebra

Algebra
Algebraic reasoning “OR” algebraic thinking

Pattern generalization
Functional thinking

Participants
Primary teacher

Elementary teacher
Early childhood teacher

Phase 2. Select the sources of information
For the source of information, we consulted databases that include scientific produc-

tion on an international level that is more relevant in the field of educational research, such
as: Web of Science (WOS) by Clarivate Analytics, and Scopus by Elsevier, given the index
of impact they constitute (JCR and SJR, respectively), and the implication of the indexing
of scientific articles in journals that fall under these parameters.

Phase 3. Establish eligibility (inclusion and exclusion) criteria
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The following inclusion criteria were established: (a) academic papers, as we want to
ensure that only papers published in scientific journals that have undergone a rigorous peer-
review process are considered; (b) publications in English since it is the universal language
of scientific research, Spanish because it is the authors’ first language, or Portuguese to
ensure a greater geographic range of studies; (c) publication period 2010–2021; and (d) full
text of the papers available for review.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: (a) book chapters, conference proceedings,
books or other types of publications; (b) access to the publication restricted or not available
for review; (c) bibliographic and editorial reviews, duplicate papers, or other systematic
reviews; (d) papers in languages other than English, Spanish, or Portuguese; (e) papers
whose structure does not allow for the analysis proposed, such as essays, reviews, etc.

Phase 4. Data extraction and processing to establish the sample
The data were extracted and processed in May 2021, as follows: (1) an initial search

was carried out in the databases by combining the key concepts established in the initial
phase using the “AND” connector. The key concepts were applied to the title of the paper,
the abstract and keywords; (2) the inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied to the
academic papers that were filtered by the search engines; and (3) the results were filtered
by a language review, followed by title review. If the title of the paper did not provide
sufficient clarity to apply these criteria, the abstracts were reviewed. Finally, the papers
were filtered for duplicates to yield the study sample.

3.1. Sample

The search process allowed us to establish the study sample, consisting of 17 academic
papers that constitute our analysis units, as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Methodological outline of the PRISMA-type systematic review process.

The papers selected, published between 2010 and 2021, correspond to empirical
studies (quantitative and/or qualitative) based on the MKT of early childhood and primary
education teachers involving early algebra.

3.2. Analysis Categories

To address our study objective, we defined a series of categories that allowed us to
consider and delve into the analysis of the selected scientific productions on the MKT for
early algebra. The analysis categories established were: (a) author(s), year and country in
which the study was conducted, which can be used to place each paper chronologically
and geographically; (b) research goal; (c) domains and subdomains of the MKT model
measured by the research; (d) area of algebraic content detailed in the research; (e) the
nature of the participants; (f) research method used to investigate the MKT; and (g) the
main findings presented.
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3.3. Data Analysis

Having established the sample, the data were analyzed by reading each research paper
exhaustively. To this end, the analysis categories established were applied using the content
analysis technique [54], and the information was recorded and encoded in a data analysis
template made using Excel. This last step made it possible to carry out a descriptive
analysis of the data by preparing analysis tables for the qualitative information extracted
from the review of the selected paper. Initially, a vertical analysis, or analysis within the
case [55], was carried out of each of the 17 research papers that constitute our analysis unit
in order to obtain a general categorization of each study. We then conducted a horizontal or
cross-sectional analysis [55], which established comparisons between the research papers
that make up the sample to search for systematic similarities and differences.

It should be noted that the data coding work considered a process of successive cyclical
and inductive reviews of the research articles that make up the study sample. This process
was carried out by the first author, and was supervised and reviewed by the second author.

4. Results

The results of our study consider the analysis of 17 research papers published between
2010 and 2021 that investigate the mathematical knowledge of early childhood and primary
education teachers for teaching early algebra from the perspective of the MKT model.

4.1. Categorization of the Papers That Analyze Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching
Early Algebra

For the selected articles, we identified the country in which the research was carried out
and the objective of the study. The latter will give us an insight into the conceptualization
of MKT for early algebra by identifying the intentions that spurred each research effort.
We subsequently identified the nature of the participants corresponding to the teaching
staff who are the subject of study, be it early childhood or primary education, pre-service
or in service.

Finally, we have coded the domains and subdomains of the MKT model to which they
correspond, namely: common content knowledge (CCK), specialized content knowledge
(SCK), mathematical horizon knowledge (MHK), knowledge of content and students
(KCS), knowledge of content and teaching (KCT), and knowledge of the curriculum (CK),
as shown in Table 2.

The selected studies took place mainly in the United States, followed by Australia and
Brazil. It should be noted that only one study was found involving collaboration between
two countries (Spain-Portugal).

In terms of the conceptualization of mathematical knowledge, we observed a prefer-
ence for conducting research aimed at understanding the mathematical knowledge that
teachers demonstrate for teaching a specific area of algebraic content (around three-fourths
of the studies analyzed).

An incipient number of studies (about a quarter) investigates professional devel-
opment and its effect on teaching based on the mathematical knowledge that educators
demonstrate when teaching early algebra. Finally, there is only one study that proposes
developing an instrument to measure the mathematical knowledge of teachers, more
specifically, pedagogical knowledge.

Regarding the nature of the participants, more than two-thirds of the studies involved
mainly primary education teachers, of whom three were pre-service teachers and ten
in-service. A low number of studies involved early childhood education teachers, whether
pre-service or in-service.

Of note is the fact that only two of the seventeen studies address both types of
participants, both early childhood education and primary teachers, pre-service.
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Table 2. Categorization of the papers (2010–2021) on the MKT for teaching early algebra.

Author(s)/Country Objective Early Childhood
Education Teachers

Primary Education
Teachers

Pre-Service In Service
Content Knowledge Pedagogical Knowledge of the Content

CCK SCK MHK KCS KCT CK

Bair and Rich [56],
United States

Characterize the development of specialized
knowledge for teaching algebraic reasoning and

number theory.
x x x x

Dash et al. [57],
United States *

Investigate the effects of professional development
on the pedagogical content and practices of

fifth-grade teachers.
x x

McAuliffe and
Lubben [58], South

Africa

Examine the content knowledge of a teacher
pre-service for teaching early algebra. x x x

Wilkie [59], Australia Analyze the mathematical knowledge of Primary
Education teachers for teaching functional thinking. x x x x x x

Trivilin and
Ribeiro [60], Brazil

Understand what knowledge teachers announce
and demonstrate involving the different meanings

of the equal sign.
x x x x x

Wilkie and
Clarke [61], Australia

Analyze the perspectives of late primary school
teachers involving their knowledge and practice of

algebra.
x x x x

Kosko [62], United
States **

Explore whether elementary teachers chose probing
questions, given two hypothetical math lesson

scenarios.
x x

Wilkie [63], Australia

Research the professional learning of second cycle
primary school teachers to develop the functional

thinking of their students through pattern
generalization.

x x x x x x

Di Bernardo
et al. [64], Italy

Access the knowledge of future teachers to
recognize and interpret student output in the

context of algebraic thinking.
x x x x x

Ferreira, Ribeiro and
Ribeiro [65], Portugal

Identify and discuss the MKT revealed by a group
of teachers when discussing tasks aimed at

improving algebraic thinking.
x x x x x

Zapatera and
Callejo [66], Spain

Study the relationship between mathematical
knowledge and teaching skills in the context of

pattern generalization.
x x x x

Heck et al. [67],
United States

Examine the learning outcomes of teachers when
they participate in different formats of professional
learning experience courses to teach early algebra.

x x x x
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Table 2. Cont.

Author(s)/Country Objective Early Childhood
Education Teachers

Primary Education
Teachers

Pre-Service In Service
Content Knowledge Pedagogical Knowledge of the Content

CCK SCK MHK KCS KCT CK

Noviyanti and
Suryadi [68],

Indonesia

Analyze the basic mathematical knowledge of Early
Childhood Education teachers. x x x x

Gasteiger et al. [69],
Germany *

Propose an instrument to measure the pedagogical
knowledge of the mathematical content of Early
Childhood Education teachers from a cognitive

perspective and from a situated.

x x x

Souza, Ribeiro and
Pazuch [70], Brazil

Identify how professional learning tasks, based on
teaching practice, contribute to the mobilization

and expansion of the algebraic thinking of Primary
Education teachers, in relation to the different

meanings of the equal sign.

x x x x x

Oliveira, Polo-Blanco
and Henríquez [71],

Spain-Portugal

Understand what aspects of functional thinking are
exhibited by future Spanish and Portuguese

Primary Education teachers at the beginning of
their teacher training program.

x x x

Souza, Pazuch and
Ribeiro [72], Brazil

Understand how the construction of mathematical
and didactic knowledge of teachers who teach
primary school mathematics occurs about the

different meanings of the equal sign.

x x x x x x x

* Refers to pedagogical knowledge without specifying a subdomain. ** Does not refer to a specific subdomain.
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When comparing the studies, we see that the majority involve both content knowledge
and pedagogical content knowledge, which implies delving into more than one subdomain
of mathematical knowledge (MKT). In other words, the research allows inquiring into
various aspects of the mathematical knowledge and teacher classroom instruction for
teaching early algebra (for example, solving and interpreting an algebraic task, identifying
teaching strategies, understanding possible student errors, among others).

Moreover, if we consider the conceptualization of MKT, almost all of the studies
inquire into specialized content knowledge (SCK), while only half of these inquire into
common content knowledge (CCK) and knowledge of content and students (KCS). There
is a lower proportion of studies that inquire into the knowledge of content and teaching
(about a quarter). Finally, less than a quarter of the research we analyzed addressed the
subdomains of knowledge of the curriculum and the mathematical horizon.

To investigate the different subdomains of the MKT model, the studies analyzed the
essential aspects that characterize them, as described below:

In general, the studies that delve into common content knowledge (CCK) involve
teachers directly in solving mathematical tasks in an early algebra content area: for example,
the representation of equality in mathematical expressions (e.g., [60,70]); solving first-
degree equation problems (e.g., [64,67]); or the generalisation of patterns (e.g., [66]). These
studies show a lack of mastery of algebraic content and reasoning, difficulties in recognising
the different mathematical meanings of the equal sign and difficulties in obtaining the
general rule of a growth pattern.

Regarding the subdomain of specialized content knowledge (SCK), the studies focus
on aspects of knowledge typical of teachers. Bair and Rich [56], for example, investigate the
ability of teachers to explain and justify mathematical ideas that involve the development
of algebraic thinking. McAuliffe and Lubben [58] focus on the explanations provided by
teachers regarding the selection of examples, representations, and modifications of an
algebraic task. Wilkie [59,63] and Wilkie and Clarke [61] consider the possible correct
answers that teachers provide to questions that arise over the course of a certain algebraic
task, and they identify recursive and explicit generalization strategies.

Bair and Rich [56] show that teachers can make progress in analyzing specific aspects
of an algebraic task by identifying and discussing the concepts involved in the task after
its completion. McAuliffe and Lubben [58] report good knowledge of representations
for teaching patterns (use of concrete manipulatives, function tables and flowcharts),
while explanations about the selection of examples to describe the relationships leading
to generalization are not always considered successful. Wilkie [59,63] and Wilkie and
Clarke [61] find that teachers can identify strategies for generalizing a linear growth
pattern, but have difficulties in representing the generalizations symbolically.

The studies by Di Bernardo et al. [64], Trivilin and Ribeiro [60], Souza, Ribeiro and
Pazuch [70], Oliveira, Polo-Blanco, and Henríquez [71] focus on how teachers interpret the
processes of solving an algebraic task or algebraic content area. Evidence has been found
of difficulties in assigning the semantic meaning involved in solving a task, such as the
meaning of division in the performance of an equal sharing task (e.g., [64]), the meaning of
equivalence of the equal sign in a mathematical expression (e.g., [60,70]) and difficulties in
interpreting variables, relationships between variables, and connections between function
representations (e.g., [71]).

Ferreira, Ribeiro, and Ribeiro [65] consider how teachers understand and identify a
mathematical situation that contains an error, especially the source and the reasons that lead
to the occurrence of this error [72]. Finally, Zapatera and Callejo [66] focus on identifying
significant mathematical elements that are evident in the performance of an algebraic task.

The study conducted by Souza, Pazuch, and Ribeiro [72] investigates the knowledge
of the mathematical horizon through the relationships that teachers establish involving
relational thinking in early school years and its impact on later school years.

By contrast, studies that delve into the subdomain of knowledge of content and
students (KCS), such as the study by Wilkie [59], focus on how teachers understand the
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possible errors that students can make when performing an algebraic task. The studies car-
ried out by Wilkie [63], Ferreira, Riberiro, and Ribeiro [65], Souza, Ribeiro, and Pazuch [70],
and Souza, Pazuch, and Ribeiro [72] analyze situations that allows teachers to anticipate
what the students think and the difficulties they may experience in an algebraic task.

The studies that consider the subdomain of knowledge of content and teaching (KCT)
address how teachers identify suitable teaching strategies for exploring functional relation-
ships [59,61], and examples of learning experiences appropriate for the development of
algebraic thinking [63,70,72].

The subdomain of knowledge of the curriculum is covered in the studies under-
taken by Wilkie [59] and Wilkie [63] when inquiring into teachers’ understanding of the
curriculum and its impact on decision-making involving learning experiences related to
early algebra. Trivilin and Ribeiro [60] study how teachers approach the inclusion of the
meanings of the equal sign in the curriculum.

4.2. Areas of Algebraic Content and Research Method Used to Investigate the MKT for
Early Algebra

Table 3 shows the area of mathematical content that the studies in our data set ad-
dress, the level of schooling in which they focus in order to investigate the mathematical
knowledge, as well the number of participants (N) present in each study and the research
method used to inquire into the mathematical knowledge of early childhood and primary
education teachers involving the teaching of early algebra.

Table 3. Areas of mathematical content addressed in the studies and research methods used to investigate mathematical
knowledge for teaching early algebra.

Studies Area of
Content

Early
Childhood
Education

Primary
Education N Questionnaire Survey Interview Class Obs. Meeting Documentary

Records

Bair and Rich [56] AR/T x x >5000 x
Dash et al. [57] AR/T x 79 x
McAuliffe and

Lubben [58] FT x 1 x

Wilkie [59] FT x 105 x
Trivilin and
Ribeiro [60] RT x 10 x x

Wilkie and Clarke [61] FT x 10 x x x
Kosko [62] FT x 45 x
Wilkie [63] FT x 10 x x x

Di Bernardo et al. [64] AR/T x x 60 x
Ferreira, Ribeiro and

Ribeiro [65] GA x 14 x x

Zapatera and
Callejo [66] FT x 40 x

Heck et al. [67] AR/T x 205 x x
Noviyanti and
Suryadi [68] * FT x 35 x x

Gasteiger et al. [69] ** FT x 149 x
Souza, Ribeiro and

Pazuch [70] RT x 6 x x

Oliveira, Polo-Blanco
and Henríquez [71] *** FT x 164 x

Souza, Pazuch and
Ribeiro [72] RT x 6 x x

* Number sense (patterns), Geometry and Measurement. ** Numbers, Magnitudes and Patterns. *** 94 pre-service teachers from Spain and
70 from Portugal.

The content areas considered for the analysis are those explicitly declared in the
studies, such as: algebraic reasoning or thinking (AR/T), generalized arithmetic (GA),
functional thinking (FT), and relational thinking (RT).

There is a greater predominance of studies that involve functional thinking, and more
specifically, the development of patterns and functions. They are followed by studies that
focus on general algebraic reasoning or algebraic thinking. A lower number of studies
address relational thinking and the generalization of arithmetic.

Now, if we look at the levels of schooling, we notice that the contextualized studies
in early childhood education focus on the development of algebraic thinking, and more
specifically on functional thinking through patterns. While in primary education, the
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content areas are expanded, reaching the development of generalized arithmetic and
relational thinking.

Another important aspect to note is that two of the studies that focus on early child-
hood education (e.g., [68,69]) propose analyzing the mathematical knowledge of teachers
through a broad conception of the area of mathematical content, meaning these are studies
that address aspects of general mathematical content. However, early algebra is addressed
as a content area within the study.

In terms of the conceptualization of mathematical knowledge for teaching early
algebra, the studies that analyze algebraic thinking or reasoning at a general level do
so by solving mathematical problems that require the representation of quantities and
modeling through first-order equations [56,64]. Dasch et al. [57] address this content
area by exploring activities such as the representation and use of mathematical models to
understand algebraic relationships.

Ferreira, Ribeiro, and Ribeiro [65] deal with generalized arithmetic through numerical
relationships, the properties of numbers and operations, and the meaning of the equal sign
as an equivalence relationship.

Regarding the studies that address the content area linked to functional thinking, for
example Gasteiger et al. [69] and Noviyanti and Suryadi [68] focus on pattern identification
and representation, while the studies conducted by Wilkie [59,63], Wilkie and Clarke [61],
Zapatera and Callejo [66] advance towards the generalization of growth patterns. The
studies done by McAuliffe and Lubben [58] and Oliveira, Polo-Blanco, and Henríquez [71]
address the generalization of functional relationships, the relationship and interpretation
of independent and dependent variables.

Finally, an in-depth analysis of relational thinking is reflected in the studies of Trivilin
and Ribeiro [60], Souza, Ribeiro, and Pazuch [70] and Souza, Pazuch, and Ribeiro [72]
through the meanings of the equal sign (operational, equivalence and relational).

By contrast, if we look at the research methods used to investigate the mathematical
knowledge of teachers involving early algebra, we see that these are largely related to
the number of participants. In general terms, when comparing the studies, two different
types of research are evident: that conducted on a larger scale that mainly prioritizes the
use of questionnaires, and that carried out on a smaller scale that normally uses surveys,
interviews, class observation and meetings to ascertain the MKT.

Table 3 shows a predominance of studies that rely on questionnaires. The research
where teachers collaborate for professional learning is more situated in this type of data
collection instrument, through the items and questions posed to teachers. This last method
places the educators in a context of teaching various content areas of early algebra with the
purpose of demonstrating and describing the components of mathematical knowledge that
they reveal through their answers, either when solving mathematical tasks, interpreting
student output or making decisions in teaching situations.

4.3. Key Findings

As mentioned in Section 4.1, a large number of the studies analyzed (more than three-
quarters) are aimed at understanding the MKT for a specific area of algebraic content. As a
whole, these studies declare that the teachers, both in early childhood and primary educa-
tion, exhibit a lack of mastery of mathematical knowledge to teach early algebra. There
are limitations in the pedagogical knowledge of the content (for example, the difficulty
that teachers have helping students shift from focusing solely on the number pattern to
focusing simultaneously on the function (e.g., [58])), and provide examples of learning
experiences based on the development of functional thinking that is suitable for students
(e.g., [59]).

Other studies reveal the limitations in the knowledge of the content, such as the
recognition of the different mathematical meanings of the equal sign (e.g., [60]); solving
algebraic tasks mainly by trial and error, not paying attention to the structure of the problem
and the knowledge involved in developing algebraic thinking (e.g., [64]); difficulties solving
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problems involving the generalization of patterns related to the discrimination of strategies
in the use of proportionality, explanation of a growth pattern and obtaining a general
rule (e.g., [66,68]); ignorance of the central issues that the characterization of and working
with algebraic thinking imply, such as solving mathematical problems that require the
representation of unknown quantities (e.g., [56]) and the case of the generalization of
arithmetic with the properties of numbers, the operations and the meaning of the equal sign
as equivalence (e.g., [65]); and a lack of strategies for generalizing functional relationships,
and problems understanding and connecting the different representations of functions
(e.g., [71]).

However, some studies report notable progress in the development of mathematical
knowledge including improved relational thinking with the resignification by teachers
of the equal sign, moving from the operational to the equivalence and the relational [70],
understanding the meaning of the equivalence of the equal sign [72], and increased knowl-
edge related to functional thinking, when transitioning from a written description to a
symbolic expression of an explicit generalization [63].

Moreover, fewer than a quarter of the studies investigate professional development
and its effect on teaching practice based on the MKT for early algebra showing a relevant
increase in the knowledge of pedagogical content and teaching practices related to early al-
gebra, although this does not translate into considerable differences in student performance
(e.g., [57]). Heck et al. [67] reveal that teachers achieve a more sophisticated understanding
of ways to use context to engage students with ideas in early algebra. Another result of
note corresponds to the study proposed by Wilkie and Clarke [61], where the teachers’
lack of mastery of mathematical knowledge to address the development of functional
thinking leads to discomfort when the students pose questions during a class. The study
proposed by Kosko [62] shows that teachers who select probing questions tend to have
greater mathematical knowledge or a greater willingness to support student autonomy,
but not both.

Finally, in the study proposed for developing an instrument to measure the mathemat-
ical knowledge of early childhood education teachers, and more specifically, pedagogical
knowledge [69], we will refer only to the results of the items related to early algebraic
knowledge. The application of the instrument reveals the teachers’ misunderstanding of
the mathematical term ‘regular pattern’, leading to erroneous situations in the context of
teaching experiences.

5. Final Considerations

This study conducted a systematic review of the way in which the scientific literature
produced between 2010 and 2021 in English, Spanish, and Portuguese has conceptualized
and empirically studied the mathematical knowledge that early childhood and primary ed-
ucation teachers have of early algebra, from the perspective of the mathematical knowledge
for teaching (MKT) model.

We conducted a systematic search of two databases, Web of Science and Scopus, which
yielded a total of 17 research articles that we included in our analysis.

Our review of the research articles shows the great advances in recent years in the
conceptualization of MKT, for both teachers pre-service and in service, for teaching this
content block. However, we agree with Doerr [73] on “the lack of a substantial body of
research on teachers’ knowledge and practice in the teaching of algebra” (p. 268).

As concerns the conceptualization of mathematical knowledge, we see that while
most of the studies focus on understanding the MKT that is demonstrated when teaching
a specific area of algebraic content, only a few studies have addressed the relationship
between the mathematical knowledge that teachers have in these content areas and the
learning outcomes or interactions with students.

Also, of note is the fact that the experiments in the studies involved mostly primary ed-
ucation teachers, which makes it imperative to conduct empirical studies that involve early
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childhood education teachers, whether pre-service or in service, given their importance in
the development of early algebra from the earliest ages of schooling [26].

Another important aspect to underscore in the conceptualization of the MKT is that
the studies, by investigating areas of specific knowledge of early algebra, focused on the
development of functional thinking. In the context of early childhood education, for ex-
ample, teachers are only placed in content areas that involve functional thinking, more
specifically, patterns. However, other elements that support the development of algebraic
thinking in this school stage are neglected, such as establishing relationships (selecting,
classifying, ordering) by recognizing object attributes, using concrete, pictorial and verbal
representations to analyze situations, and analyzing change in diverse contexts [15]. Re-
garding primary education teachers, while the researchers made an effort to address all
areas of algebraic content, there are still few studies that delve into the generalization of
arithmetic. Therefore, we consider it important to conduct studies that investigate these
content areas.

Our systematic review shows that the studies can be used to investigate, in different
levels of detail, the mathematical knowledge and the classroom instruction of the teachers
for teaching early algebra, with specialized content knowledge (SCK) being addressed the
most in the studies.

The main conclusions found in the analysis of the studies show similarities with
respect to the difficulties that teachers exhibit when tackling tasks of an algebraic nature
that were identified in other systematic reviews (e.g., [28]).

The results of the systematic review are relevant in the context of teacher training
and mathematics education, since they provide an expanded and updated perspective of
how the MKT for early algebra has developed, and they identify the challenges that must
be addressed by training programs in the future, such as delving into content areas that
promote algebraic thinking and the development of adequate mathematical knowledge to
implement teaching practices that achieve effective learning of early algebra, since there
are still few studies that provide these guidelines [74].

We conclude that a greater number of empirical studies is needed that address the
mathematical knowledge of early childhood and primary education teachers for teaching
early algebra. These studies need to expand their scope to consider not only the MKT, but
also the impact on professional development and teaching practice.

Regarding the limitations of the research, they are related to the bias that could be
caused by the selection criteria used to constrain the data set of our study. More specifically,
it is possible that by excluding book chapters and conference proceedings, some research
documents that may be relevant have not been considered. In addition, the search terms
that had to appear in the title, abstract and/or keywords, and the language could also
lead to the suppression of some relevant studies that address the mathematical knowledge
of teachers involving early algebra. Thus, in the future, it will be necessary to design
new systematic reviews that expand both the nature of the documents analyzed and the
languages of publication in order to more precisely refine the data obtained so far.
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